2022 NEW YEAR – MAJOR PROPHECY ALERT
By a soul – MaryRefugeOfSouls
Blessings beloved ones,
Papa God is permitting me, “a soul,” to release this Major Prophecy Alert for the New
Year 2022, because Heaven needs every follower of this blog, MaryRefugeOfSouls, to
pray very much for the success of the Divine Plan in the coming year.
Papa God is permitting me to release this Major Prophecy Alert for the New Year 2022,
because satan and hell already know what I am about to write, and so, they are already
scheming to counter the Divine Plan and the Divine Will. So, Papa God needs everyone
who follows the prophecies on this blog to pray very hard and very much, because what
I am about to share with you – is the BEST PLAN to save the maximum number of
souls living on earth in the coming months.
Everything that I am about to reveal to you all is how Papa God wants human events to
proceed and happen on earth for the next six months until the end of June 2022.
Some of you may not like what I am about to reveal to you all. But, honestly, no angel
and no saint in Heaven ever questions Papa God and His intentions regarding human
matters on earth. They simply follow exactly what Papa God commands them to do,
because Papa God already has figured out that this is the BEST PLAN to save the most
souls living on earth.
If you do not like what I am about to reveal, then do not pray for these intentions. But,
as for me, I am following exactly what Papa God desires of me, as I know that this is the
BEST PLAN for humanity at this time given the events that have already been set in
motion by hell at this time to happen on earth.
Moreover, please understand that satan and hell planned for worse events to happen to
mankind during the next six months of 2022.
But, as I have already revealed on this blog, one of the greatest events to ever happen to
mankind since the Fall of Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden, happened on Christmas,
December 25, 2021. I do not understand all the ramifications of what happened on that
day, but the Lord told me that the future course of mankind was changed forever on that
day. I was also told that the “century” clock of time given to satan to destroy the entire
world finally winded down and ran out of time. And as a direct consequence of this
great Christmas event, Papa God was able to reset many terrible events that hell
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intended to do to mankind in the year 2022 and onward. Finally, I was told that this
great Christmas event for mankind will be shown to all those who physically witness the
Miracle of Garabandal.
Here is the series of major human events that Papa God WILLS to happen on earth for
the next six months until the end of June 2022. This series of major human events was
directly told to me by Saint Gabriel Archangel on Christmas, December 25, 2021. And
Heaven is counting on every follower and every supporter of this blog,
MaryRefugeOfSouls, to pray very much that these human events play out exactly
according to Papa God's intentions, so that Heaven can save every living soul possible
according to grace.
In the New Year 2022, Saint Gabriel Archangel told me two words that will happen.
I was told the words, “Russia,” and “deflection.”
I was given the impression of a bomb.
I do not know what type of bomb. I do not know how many bombs. I do not know what
will be hit nor do I know where will be hit. I do not know anything except the words,
“Russia” and “deflection.”
U.S. President Joseph Biden will step down from the role of the presidency.
U.S. Vice-President Kamala Harris will become the U.S. President. However, she will
only last one or two days in office. She will realize that she is incapable (unfit) of
executing the office of the U.S. Presidency. Kamala Harris will step down from being
the U.S. President.
Meanwhile, while this is concurrently happening, the Democrats in the U.S. Senate will
be scrambling to hold a referendum to elect Hilary Clinton to the office of the U.S.
Presidency.
The referendum held in the U.S. Senate will back-fire on the Democrats.
Donald Trump will be elected by the U.S. Senate to become the next President of the
United States of America in the referendum.
Donald Trump will assume quickly office as the U.S. President.
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The Warning (Illumination of Conscience) will happen to all of mankind on earth.
After the six week aftermath of the Warning has concluded on earth, the prophesied
Mega-Tsunami originating on La Palma (Canary Islands) will happen at an unknown
date.
All of these events affecting mankind will happen on earth before the end of June 2022.
That was all that was I told directly by Saint Gabriel Archangel and so, that is the exact
sequence of human events that Papa God desires to happen on earth as the BEST PLAN
to save the most souls living on earth as this moment in time.
PLEASE PRAY HARD that all is successfully fulfilled according to the Divine Will and
the Divine Plan of Papa God.
Happy New Year 2022, my dearly beloved blog followers of MaryRefugeOfSouls.
God bless,
I love you all,
—a soul
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